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Were you a Noddy fan? Or perhaps you preferred Mickey 

Mouse? In this issue we look at memories of childhood.  
 

In this month’s issue: 
 

 2-9   From the Archive Images of childhood and  

    family from the last 100 years 

 10-12  This Month In… Interesting events from this  

    month in history 

 13-16  Have a Go Activities to try at home 

archive.marksandspencer.com 
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Marks & Spencer sold knitting wool and patterns in the 

1920s and 30s. This pattern is for a child’s sun-suit, but 

adults’ swimwear at this time was also generally made of 

wool. Not a very practical fabric for the beach! 
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These books were sold at M&S in the 1920s. The books 

included bright, colourful pictures to illustrate the stories. 

Other popular titles were ‘Robinson Crusoe’, ‘Babes in the 

Wood’ and ‘The Adventures of Tom Thumb’. 
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This display was in the window of M&S in Marble Arch, 

London, in the 1930s. It includes cricket bats and stumps, 

rubber balls and sailing boats. What time of year do you 

think this was? 
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This advert appeared in ‘The M&S Magazine’, a customer 

magazine published in 1932. Customers could buy magic 

trick sets or chemical sets starting at just 1s 6d! 
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This M&S store display, c1955, includes woollen children’s 

coats, some are belted and some have velvet-trimmed 

collars. On the wall is a display of hand-smocked dresses 

- these would have been available in a range of pretty 

pastel colours. 
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This M&S magazine from 1954 advertised school uniform 

and gabardine coats. These double-breasted, belted coats 

were made from wool or cotton gabardine, the fabric was 

tested to be fast against sun, rain and air. The coats were 

often lined with tartan fabric.  
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This advert shows toys that were available to buy for 

Christmas 1957. A fluffy toy cat is featured with a 

matching dog as well as hand puppets, Noddy and Sooty, 

Snoozie the Seal, and painting sets. 
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This 1961 catalogue advertises clothes for all the family. 

The mother and daughter wear matching kilts. It looks like 

the family have taken a picnic on a countryside walk - 

though the father’s shoes don’t look very practical! 
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M&S made clothing for all ages, as shown in this 1969 

catalogue. The two older children wear versions of adult 

clothing – the boy’s cable-knit jumper and shiny brown 

boots would have been very fashionable in 1969. 
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This Month in… June 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The coronation of Elizabeth II took place on the 2nd June 1953 

at Westminster Abbey. This photograph shows the gold State 

Coach passing M&S in Marble Arch. The State Coach was part of 

the coronation procession which made its way around London 

and ended at Westminster Abbey. Can you see the people 
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This Month in… June 

 

 

June 1982 saw the end of the Falklands War, fought by Argentina 

and the United Kingdom over territories in the South Atlantic. 

M&S staff helped those involved in the conflict where they could. 

Staff at Wigan store sent food parcels to HMS Plymouth, one of 

the first Royal Navy ships to arrive at the Falklands. This photo 

shows sailor Bill Rowley visiting Wigan store to thank staff for 

their gifts.  

Sales Assistants from Woolwich store ‘adopted’ eight soldiers on 

their return to Britain. They visited them in hospital and provided 

them with gifts like chocolate and soap. 
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Have a Go 
Create your family tree. Write your name at the bottom, and add 

the names of your family to the tree. 
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Have a Go 
   Use coloured pens, pencils or paints to colour this picture 
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Have a Go 
   Use coloured pens, pencils or paints to colour this picture 
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Have a Go 

Find the family words in this grid - don’t forget some go 

diagonally, and some run backwards! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

AUNTIE 

BABY 

BROTHER 

COLOURING 

FATHER 

GAMES 

GRANDPARENT 

HOLIDAYS 

HOME 

KIDS 

MOTHER 

PLAYTIME 

SCHOOL 

SISTER 

TEENAGER 

TODDLER 

UNCLE 


